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A bstract It is PI喝ovedfrom the substantialistic point of view that dificulties 
inherent to the quark model can be removed by introducing nine urbaryons which 
constitut己thebasis of SU(3) x SU'(3) group. It is shown， also， that the assignm己ntof 
巴lectriccharges to the urb丘ryonsis not uniqu日 anda variety of models， including 
colored quark model and Han-Nambu model， can b日 accomodatedin the schεme 
presented here目
S 1 Inuod日ction
The three-triplet rnodel is an old topic but it has becorne of reviviscent irnportance 
in relation to recent investigations on deep inelastic collisions. The three-triplet rnodel 
was introduced by different authors!)2)3)4)5) frorn various rnotivations. The rnotivations 
can be surnrnarized as follows; 
A) the requirernent of integral charg目白
It is well known that the quarks should have fractional charges. We can assign 
integral charges to the urbaryo11s in the th1'ee-triplet rnodeL However， the charges of 
the u1'ba1'yons can be integral also in the two-triplet modeI6). Moreover， itis 10t clear 
yet， whethεl' the problem of fractional charges is 1'eally pe1'plexing or not. 1 believe that 
me1'its of the th1'ee-t1'iplet model should be found elsewhere. 
B) the problem of statistics. 
In the 11on-1'elativistic quark model 01' in the SU(6) x 0(3) theo1'Y， the three-pa1'ticle 
ground state of the urba1'yon should correspond to basis of the 56-dimensional 
rep1'esentatio11， so that the state must be syrnrnetric with respect to the space， spin and 
unitary spin coo1'dinates. This is cont1'adicto1'Y with the assumption that the spin of the 
qua1'ks is one half， as fa1' as the quarks obey the conventional statistics. 1n o1'de1' to 
solve the c011t1'adiction， we have only to assume that the qua1'ks obey the pa1'astatistics， 
or that the quarks have a new degree of f1'eedom， so that the th1'ee-pa1'ticle g1'ound state 
become antisymmetric with respect to the new deg1'ee of f1'eedorn. It was shown7) that 
* Lecture deliver巴dat Kanazawa Summer School， held at ]ike， Noto， Ishikawa Prefecture， August 
1973. 
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in the case of parastatistics， one is led to the aimost same result as the 
model， ifone uses Green assuming that a is a of 
order 3. 
that the hadrons are non-exotic. 
The hadrons which belong to 1， 8 and Hl dimensional of SU(3) 
group， are observedァ研一hi!ethe hadrons 
1n terms of the 
to 3， 6， 15，固.dirnensional repre刷




(a) (i.コ) (c) 
Fig. 
Tati8) considered that a quark has bonds as shown in 1 50 that three 
can be bound as illustrated in 1 This can be realized mathematically， if
one assigns nevl spin (= 1)as a newεof freedom to thεquarks and assumes that a 
bound state can be formed when 〆csare an antisymmetric state (singlet 
of the total new spin ニ 0，(Fig. 1 This is 、 ifone choos巴S
the of the quark-quark In terms of the 
group. Hω.Never・3
to be the bas.is of the ~{) this 1工leansthat one chooses the 
。f x can not be mto 
this formalism. It can not be to the meson family。
iN e are ab1e to do almost the 8ame 'Nith any group other than if it 
contains at .least 0:12 3-duTlensional r日目。 Themost convei1ient and 
group is a1so for the ne'Nεof freedom. 1 t isεwith group as 
the new de変reeof freedom to derive the property C for any system which contains 
as vrel as 
to 3) or (3， 3つ
This is the model. An IS 
of x group. 
We sha11 discuss in more detai! the properties B and C in th日 section5.
1n the following we assume the non-re!ativi5tic i.e" tnat the 
potential is rather so that the nonrεlativistic is 
the kinetic-energy term bεing negligible. V，アεsha11discuss on the validitv of this 
in the last section 
~ 2 The cl!wic配 ofthe new 
It was mentioned 
of freedom 
in the preceding section that the group which 
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characterizes the new degreεof freedom，口.1ust contain three -dimensional 
representation. 
Let us assume that the quark一 quarkpotential is clεscribed in.terms of gluon 
exchange. Then the group is required to have the property that 3 x 3 (or3ネ x3勺 sun1
of two irrec1ucible 1司)fesentations. In the case of Tati theory， for instance， the state 
which consists of two urbaryons，εach having new spin = 1， split il1to the sum of thrεe 
states with total new spinニ0，1 and 2， respectively， 
3><3 = 1+3十5，
whεre， on the right hand :1 is antisymmetric， while 1 and 5 are symmetric. If we 
confine ourselves to the gluon exchange potential of the second order and choose it to 
be attractive for the state 3， itbecom尽sattractive at the same time either for thε1 
state or for the 5 state. 
Finally it should be noted that the urbaryon-antiurbaryon potential V q年mustbe two 
times more attractive than the urbaryo日一urbaryonpotential because 
rneson rnassニ+< kinetic energy >十ぐ Vqq>
and 
baηoη rnassニ 3M仁J 十 <lunetic eneほう，> ト3<Vqq>， 
and in the nonrelativistic 
terms can be neglected 
model， meson and baryon masses and the kinetic energy 




1 shall not bother you by tabulating a1 semi-simple groups， but only show you that thε 
5U(3) group possesses al the required properties. 
It is well known that 
3 x3 = 3"十6， 3本x3ゆ=3+6つ
in 5U(3). Therefore the first and second requirements are satisfied. Vife shall assume 
that the gluon is a vector particle belonging to (1， 8)representation of 5U(3) x 5U'(3) and 
denote it as (B)s to derive the third property. The urbaryon can be either (3， 3)or (3， 
as was stated in the previou日section. Here we take (3， 3)simply for specification 
and write it as qα， where the latin leUers a，bド・.denote the usual unitary spin indices 
and the greek letters α?β，. . stand for the new unitary spin indices. Then the 
gluon-urbaryon interaction Hamiltonian density is written as， 
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ztLq叫匂~引p ( 2 ) 
where G 1S the super-strong coupling constant固 Thesecond-order potentials are derived 
































( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
where Ai (i = 1，… are the new unitary spin matrices and have the same form asλz 
defined Gell-Mann. The indices 1 and 2 two urbaryons (anurbaryon and 
an anti-urbaryon). r12 is the distance between two partic1es. The minus sign on the left 






3 1 qq 
=一-hfW
( 5 ) 
Therefore， ifv(r) > 0， the potentials become attractive only for antisymmetric qq pair 
and for singlet qq pair. EQ.(l) is reproduced， ifwe take 
<v>-::::ーま ( 6 ) 
S 3 The probXemむ，fexotic states 
Let us consider the mass m of a system which consists of nq urbaryons and五q
antiurbaryonsヲinthe same as in the section ; 
m~NfII1q +く V>， ( 7 ) 











?? ???? ( 8 ) 
en 十1forη=urbaηon 
= -1)らrnニ antiurbaryon.
Eq.(8) is readily rewritten as 
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7δN 
<V> 一士一< 三 「ヱ εnl¥i(71) )2 





( 9 ) 
It should be noted here that the new unitary spin_9f an antiurbaryon iS))ot Ai but -A" 
N N 
and the total new unitary spin of the system is ~， cnA/n) instead of 2:八刀n~l -，，--， nニ l
An irreducible representation of U(3) group is specified by theてlengths'(fl' 12，ん)of 
Yang tableau. An irreducible representation of SU(3) group is specified by (丸 q)，where 
ρ=/1一12and q=/2-/3・Ifthe total system belongs to the irreducible representation (P， 
Q)， we have 
and 
8 N 




for an urbaryon (or an antiurbaryon)， where 
ρ= 1， q ニ olor an urbaηon 
and 
ρ= 0， q = 1 lor an antiurbαηon. 
Therefore the mass of the system is given by 
m:::十 (P2十PQ十Q2+糾 ω0Mq，
where the use has been made of eq.(6). Therefor日weconclude that 




( 11 ) 
(12 ) 
Therefore only the systems which are aggregates of new unitary spin singlet (qqq) 
and/or (q1j)， have low masses compared with M q • All other systems are too heavy to be 
observed experimentally. Han and N ambu2) assumed that the main mass splitting 
comes from the quadratic Casimir operator of SU'(3). We derived it along the line of 
thought of the non-relativistic quark model. 
~ 4 Electric charges of th巴urbaryons
It is well known that the Nishijima-Gell-lVIann rule is valid for hadrons ; 
ト 13十÷工 (13 ) 
and of the 
singlet as was 
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Y denote the electric charge， the third 
Because every hadron is new unitary 
we can modify the N -G-M rule as follows， 
30 
where Q， 13 and 
tne 
seen in the 
( 14 ) 
where 13' and Y' are the third component of the new and the new 
C! andβbeing any real numbers. Since the values of 13' and Y' 
vanish for a new spin state， the usual N-G-M rule IS restored for any system 
of hadrons. However， the charge of a charmed state (state other than new spin 
singlet is different from that given the usual N -G-M rule. In the 
oI the are 
υ 
Q = /3十すY+仏 F トナY'，
ず11Q= ト ci ト s326 
1β 
3 3 
They are expressed in a more elegant when 
defined α=l-1In，βニ 2-3n and 十:m十η二 2， 1). 
to be the of SU(3) >< SU'(3)， 'l!e need 
of αand β 
in terms of Yn， η， 
When we choose the 
q 330 
to the 
Thεcharges of the urbaryons q印 P
l+m+n=2. 
3 2 1 
ロm 
n-1 m-l [-1 
Tabl日1.?
n-l m-1 l~l 
Table 1 remains unchanged. 
市lecan number as the 
(15 ) Y f f 17 α13 寸 f二 nB + nB 一一〉
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where 
α= 1，2，3. 
lnstead 01 a and jJ， we can use n" n2， n3 defined by a=η，-n2， jJ=1-3n3 and 
n，+n2+η3 = 1， (Table I). 
Table I. The modified baryon number元3














1 2 3 
n， n， n3 
We can combine eqs.(14) and (15) to restore the original N-G-M rule (13). We need 
not to modify the strangeness S， because it is always in:tegral. Therefore eq.(15) may be 
regarded as modification of the hypercharge Y，
y= Y+ a13'十チY' (16 ) 
If a=2αand jJ=2s or n，=21-1， n2=2m-1，η3 =2n-1， eq.(14) is rewritten in the 
form， 
Q = 13 +ナ主
The modified hypercharges Y of the urbaryons are tabulated in table II. 
Table II. The modified hypercharge Y of 
the urbaryons， 1+ m十η=2.、イ¥l 2 3 
I 2/-1 2m-1 2n-1 
2 2/-1 2m-1 2n-1 
3 2/-2 2m-2 2n-2 
As is shown in the above， the choice of the electric charges of the urbaryons is quite 
arbitrary. Han-Nambu modeF) is only one of examples. 
~ 6 Conclusion 
We have seen that the three-triplet model successfully solved the difficulties 
inherent to the quark model. The difficulty of the three-triplet model itself consists in 
its dynamics. 
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(i) Are the q-q and q-q really flat? It is necessary， because otherwise the 
exp吃ctationvalue of the kinetic energy would not be negligible compared with the 
urbaryon mass. It is very 
the gluonεxchange， are 
however， that the potentials which are derived from 
at the as Yukawa potential. 
Is the non-relativistic approximation really ? Of course， to answer the 
question， the relativistic bound state problem should be solved. It may appear that if 
the is broad and flat， the kinetic energy term is small and the non-relativistic 
is valid. Howεver， more detailed are necessary， ifthe 
potential is so strong that the rest masses are cancelled. Such investigations have been 
made Koide-Yamadall) and Koide'2). The result is that the 
non-relativistic approximation is valid only for shallow Thεeffect of the 
negative energy sea should be taken seriously into account for目 sucha deep potential as 
shown in The large ma部 defεct to the rest mass never occurs in the 
relativistic 
In view of recent success of the quark-parton model， itis conjectured that due to 
the strong attractive Vqq and/or Vqq， many unitary pairs 
are created and， as the result， the above-mentioned (i) and are effectively realized. 
This is to the problem of the relativistic hydrogen-like atom with the atomic 
number Z> 137. Such problems stil remain unsolved. 
Note added: 1 tried to distinguish a quark in the 
three-triplet model， but because the 
as a quark endowed with thenew degree of freedom. 
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